Nine Students Named To "Tartuffe" Production

Nine students from as many Georgia communities have been named to the production staff for "Tartuffe" - the fall quarter production of the Georgia College Theatre group. Chairperson of Warren Robbins was named student director, and Fred Gray of Cedartown, stage manager. June Edmunds of Thomas and Gall Hudson of Columbus will serve as members of the costume committee. Robert Riddle of Jackson will be in charge of lights, Linda Griffin of Gordon in charge of makeup, and James Tuck of Covington and Diane Rivers of Dalton in charge of props.

The act work for the production will be done by Cheryl Fenderich of Stone Mountain. The production is under the direction of Dalton Edmunds, assistant professor of speech and drama at the college. "Tartuffe" will be presented in Russell Auditorium at the college on Nov. 4 at 8 p.m.

Action Line!

Starring Mike Williams

Dear Action Line,
What is the position, as of now, concerning the consumption of alcohol in the dorms?
- D.L.

Dear D.L.,
The information that I was able to come up with was strictly unofficial but it seems the Senate passed the resolution in their last meeting and now it has to go before the Faculty Relations Committee for passing. One way or the other, the decision rests ultimately with them as it is agreeable to your question it is still pretty much up in the air.
- Mike

Dear Action Line,
Why is there a ridiculous Mickey Mouse sign placed in front of the campus? The idea that a college needs a sign to show the ABC's and a sign that lights up to show the stupidity of its being there is childish and utterly ridiculous; therefore, who is placed here?
- D.D.

Dear D.D., I talked with Dean Littleton about it and he seems that the sign was donated to show the college event that is forthcoming to identify the college campus. A committee decided to place the signs in that particular place because it is easily seen from the street. The idea of a sign is not so bad as the realistic place it chose to put it. If I do hope the committee will reconsider and put it somewhere, anywhere but where they placed it. This is not the definite place as of yet so maybe if we are lucky they will put it somewhere else.
- Mike

Financial Aid Gets Alumni Money

A grant of approximately $8,000 is in the financial aid program at Georgia College has been made by the college alumni association to fund student loans at GC. The grant will be used to provide scholarships for academic excellence to be awarded this year to seven seniors and two sophomores. The scholarships cover activity and health fees at the college as well as tuition. Scholarship winners are Mrs. Elizabeth Jane Jones Hollow of Estesville, Mary Kathryn Kessman of Clayton, Myra Kay Mosher of Rust, Teresa Carol Payne of Rome, Susan Lee Smallwood of Atlanta; Mrs. Karen Smith Shock of Macon, Norma Jean Thompson of Dalton, Emmit Victoria Berryman of Troup, and Julia Virginia Lee of Waycross.

The alumni association also made available $1,000 to a faculty travel fund and $1,000 to the department of health, physical education, and recreation to help expand the athletic program at the college. The GC alumni association became incorporated this past year with a new charter and revised by-laws.

President Bunting Ill

Many of our students are not aware of the fact that President Bunting has been hospitalized due to a heart attack. In speaking with a faculty member, I learned that the President’s doctors are not pleased with his progress at this time. The Colonnade wishes President Bunting a very speedy recovery.

GC Joins Association Of College Unions

Founded in 1914, the association is committed to student-staff partnership through student participation on an individual, regional, and international basis.

CONCERTS COMING

ATLANTA
Nov. 14 - THE BYRRDS
Nov. 15 - ELTON JOHN
COMING IN DEC. (Maybe) LED ZEPPELIN
ATHENS
Nov. 14 - YES
Air Pollution Low
In Atlanta Area

That old saw about throwing up the windows for a breath of fresh air is as valid as last year's World Series ticket, according to research into the air quality of American homes sponsored by the American Association for the Advancement of Science.

And so it is with the consensus that the family den or the bedroom of the house is the site for collecting heavier sedimentation as well as being a trap for airborne pollutants. A report on the research conducted by the association indicates that rooms with the windows kept closed and not of heavy in sedimentation as rooms with windows opened wide, according to these scientists Georgia College John Allof, John Harwood, and William Land who participated in the air quality testing program.

Since the 38-rooms from 13 institutions participated in the testing and the results in four areas: Atlanta, Chicago, and Washington and Austin-San Antonio.

The test, conducted in urban, suburban, and rural homes, indicated that industrial Chicago had the dirtiest area. In Washington and Austin-San Antonio, the air was cleanest with the highest sedimentation, and rural homes in the Atlanta area contained more sedimentation than rural homes in either Chicago or Washington.

The bathroom is by far the dirtiest room in the home, according to Allof and Harwood because this is where the family spends the most time and where the entire family is exposed to a host of shower leaving towel fibers and dust from sitting in the air until they settle on a surface. Tiny flakes from hair spray and certain anti-fragrances; cellulose in behind carbon fibers, and dusting and talcum powder are potentially dangerous ingredients in the bathroom and may lead to skin problems.

The kitchen is a close second in dirt, according to 115,000 of the 38 sampled in the Atlanta region study. There were 21 homes sampled in the Atlanta region which range from Green River, S.C., through North Georgia and into portions of Alabama and Tennessee.

Exhaust measured "veritable particles" in the homes tested by placing 1,073 small dots of white dust on strategic places in more than 100 homes in the four areas selected by the AAA and left them in position for 30 days.

The sampling devices were attacked to holders and exposed to particulate fallout from the air during the test period.

After they were retrieved, the dots were weighed, analyzed, and maintained under various degrees of measurement and protection.

The data were only found to settle on a surface as dust, but there were others which were not enough to be breathed before they finally settled. None was light enough to stay in the air at all, the air contained including clothing fibers, starch granules, dirt, and the number of household beauty sprays.

Dear Fellow Citizen:

This letter is meant to you because I find many people who are deeply disturbed about the future of our country, others who are apathetic and many who feel that the situation is hopeless, others have given up.

The bigger the more the more I am convinced that there is but one destiny of men and nations, the destiny of character, and the last of character is its use of power. It was in 1939 some refugees boarded a ship and crossed the ocean to the New World to be free in worship. They won their freedom, but at a great price. Then they formed a government to protect them in their freedom. Their gift to the world was good, peace, and freedom. "Liberty Enlightening the World," a nation, under God. From the beginning two characteristics developed in our country, one under the discipline of freedom, the other under slavery. The two characteristics with imperious impetuses met in dreadful conflict. Slavery was defeated and freedom was preserved in one nation, under God.

As the Civil War was nearing a close discussion was heard as to whether the beginning of a new corporate development, which if not controlled would destroy the nation again. A little more than a half century ago (1850 years) two branches of government, one having the duty to prevent the other from any attempt to deprive the people of their freedom, betrayed their trust by declaring war. By so doing they opened the door to all of the evils that our fathers, as refugees, fled to escape. It was the intent of those who legislated our government that armaments were for the defense of our country, not for control, and not to engage in foreign wars. Thus the nation entered war in 1917 a new character was born in our country, the same spirit and systems which are dear to her people in the world.

The nation with its foundation resting on the rock of truth and freedom could readily state broad principles of the brotherhood of man, the universal brotherhood and justice of God, however imperfectly they might realize them in practice.

The new character desired by the Government has proceeded to "that consistent advancement of mankind."

Briefly stated, the nature of one character in our nation, under God, is full of the influences of Freedom, the other nature is full of the influences of Conflict. The new character in American life has had a tremendous growth during its fifty years of life. It has found ready allies to share and benefit in its endeavors. Men in public office as well as men in business and others eager for "that stroke of the torch," because of the universalistic associations. Corporate development, now in its early stages, has been not controlled and has become a part of the new character.

On taking office, President Nixon in his budget speech, stated that he would accept and support "The New Approach to World Power," which would change the direction in which the nation was moving and open the way for a lasting peace, the other to continue course of his predecessor. He chose the latter.

Congress has become powerless to serve the people the nation because the "military-industrial" and the military-political interests prosecute all policy making and add their weight to every political decision.

By following practices already established and military theories and practices of the Democratic party, the administration has reached the summit of power. In doing so, it has developed within the nation the three things that all post-civilizations are common, when they reached the summit of power, that led to their decline and fall. "Moral decay, political corruption and financial failure."

This is the pinnacle of power on which our nation stands now.

On November 7, 1972 the citizens of our country are confronted with two choices:

1. Shall we vote to change the direction in which our nation is now moving, to renitalize our government on the track foundation of truth, good will, peace and freedom, or

2. Shall we vote to support the present administration that brought us to the summit of corrupt power which can result in the same fate that befell the land that we hold dear?

For truth and freedom, Thomas M. Lineswee

P.S. This letter is written as a result of remarks and criticism made today at the meeting of the Rotary Club in Chicago Heights.

Any one desiring a copy of "The New Approach to World Power" may send a stamped self-addressed envelope to the writer.

Duplicate Bridge

By Diane Bridges

Duplicate Bridge, unlike regular bridge, maintains little in bridge. Each player and his partner are members of different teams using the same cards.

After much change tables and play another game. The points are totaled for GC Duplicate Bridge Contract Bridge League

- No duplicate experience necessary
- Must bring a partner who shall bring a partner $0.05 per person

By Diane Bridges

Articles by seven authors will be featured in the first Flannery O'Connor Bulletin to be published in November by Georgia College. Articles in the first issue of the magazine will range from personal reminiscences of Miss O'Connor to analytical studies of her fiction.

Miss Lee Walton, professor emeritus of English at Georgia College, and Gerald Beasley of the Georgia O'Connor Collection in the collection were the first authors featured in the November issue.

Others will be Dr. Stuart Burns of University, Dr. Donal Fordham of Ohio University, Dr. Ted Lane of state University, Dr. Frederick Altman of the University of Maryland, and Father Charles J. Group, B.J., of the University of Georgia.

Subscription requests to the college at 106 College, Athens, GA. 30601, are accepted and may be sent to Box 499, Georgia College, Madison, GA. 30650.

The bulletin is limited first edition costs $2.

Interfraternity Council To Give Party

The newly formed Interfraternity Council presents its first social and service projects on Monday Nov. 4 by day of a "CHARTER BALL," this party will be held at the OTHER HALF beginning at 8:30 p.m., lasting until midnight. The bond will be $2.00. Admission cost are: Brothers of Phi Beta Alpha and Phi Delta Delta $1.00, their dates 50c.

Guest list is $3.00. A small donation will be asked for refreshments.

There are reservations on Nov. 7 and female curfew has been extended to 10:30. All profits go for charity.

EVERYONE IS INVITED!